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Aims 
The aims of this Unit are: 

To give a general method of approach to Statics problems. 
To show how to select a free body and draw a free-body diagram. 

Objectives 
After working through this Unit you should be able to: 

Calculate forces and pressures in a static fluid system (SAQs 8, 10, 12: 
Section 2.1) 
Calculate hydrostatic forces on vertical walls (SAQs 14, 15: Section 2.1) 

Calculate buoyancy forces (SAQs 17, 18, 19: Section 2.1) 
Calculate limiting dry friction forces (SAQ 27: Section 2.3) 

9 Find the force needed to overcome friction (SAQs 35, 36: Section 2.3) 
Predict whether given forces will overcome friction (SAQs 28, 34: 
Section 2.3) 
Use the method of joints to find the forces in members of a pin-jointed 
structure (SAQ 43: Section 3.1) 
Use the method of sections to find the forces in members of a pin- 
jointed structure (SAQs 47, 49, 50, 63, 64: Section 3.2) 
Select a suitable free body to solve a particular problem (SAQs 54, 55, 
59, 60, 61, 62: Sections 4.1.4.2) 
Draw a freebody diagram (SAQ 53: Section 4.1) 
Show appropriate forces on a free-body diagram (SAQ 56: Section 4.2) 
Apply equilibrium conditions and determine the unknown forces acting 
on a free body (SAQs 63, 64: Section 4.2) 

lntroductlon 
In the last Unit your efforts were mainly directed towards the use of 
translational and rotational equilibrium to find unknown forces on an 
object in equilibrium. Generally I gave you a free-body diagram with the 
forces marked on it. In this Unit I shall be explaining how these free-body 
diagrams (FBDs) arc produced. The specific steps that you have to make 
are: 
1 select the free body; and 
2 draw the free-body diagram, showing relevant forces acting on the free 

body. 

In solving real problems the FBD must be produced before the equilib- 
rium rules can be applied to it. I have presented the explanations in reverse 
order because I feltthat you should gain familiarity with the ideas of forces 
and moments before trying to draw FBDs. I will also provide you with a 
general procedure for solving Statics problems. 

In this Unit I will also introduce two new forces to you - hydrostatic forces 
(including buoyancy forces) and friction forces - both important for 
solving Statics problems. 

By the time you have worked through this Unit, you should be able to deal 
confidently with a wide range of two-dimensional Statics problems. 



1 Modelling with free-body diagrams 
In a real problem our objective is to design an engineering system. At a 
more detailed level we need to design individual components. A very 
simple example would be: 'What is the right specilication for this cable? 
How strong does it need to be?' This is the immediate source of our simple 
Statics problem: 'Estimate the force in the cable'. If you can use theory to 
get an estimate of the force then you can make an informed decision on the 
strength that a component requires - you can then choose a suitable cable. 

The principal idea behid  finding the force is quite a straightforward one. 
In this case you imagine the cable to be cut and on each side of the cut you 
mark in the force being exerted on that piece of cable by the other piece. 
The idea is that you can find the unknown force by using the principles of 
equilibrium to relate that unknown force to the other known forces acting 
on the isolated body in the way that you practised intensively in the last 
Unit. Of course, there is a certain skill in choosing the right FBD to make 
the equilibrium analysis easy. I should also mention that FBDs are of 
central importance in Dynamics too. The technique of modelling a 
situation by looking at some piece or element in isolation from its 
surroundings, and studying the relationship between the influences that 
are affecting it, pervades the whole of engineering and science. 

The two major steps that you must master in this Unit are the choice of the 
free body, and how to draw the proper free-body diagram once the body is 
chosen. Again I am going to explain these in the reverse order, because a 
sound choice of body can only be made if you already know how you are 
going to use it. 

What difficulties are you likely to meet in drawing a free-body diagram? 
The hardest part is to ensure that all the relevant forces are shown 
correctly. This also raises the problem of how one can anticipate whether a 
given force is significant or can be neglected. 

If I ask you to find the tension in a wire supporting a wooden block of 
mass 5 kg you would probably quickly reply: '5 kg X 9.81 N kg-' 
= 49.05 N'. However, to arrive at this conclusion you have made all sorts 
of assumptions about forces that you can neglect. Are these assumptions 
valid? If I tell you that the block was floating partly in water you would 
hastily retract your answer! The water exerts a force upwards on the block 
-it is called a buoyancy form and I will describe this in some detail later. 
If the block is hanging k air, is there a buoyancy force due to the air? If so, 
can it be neglected? What about air movement? If the block is hanging 
outside and it is windy, is the original answer valid? These are the sorts of 
questions that the engineer has to cope with, and as you progress through 
the course you should steadily improve your ability to deal with these 
questions. 

This is a suitable point at which to comment upon the unreality of 'paper 
questions'. In modelling a real engineering problem one has to make 
informed estimates of the significance of various forces, and depending 
upon the accuracy needed the engineer will then use experience to decide 
which forces to neglect. It is difficult to pose this type of problem 
realistically on paper. In fact, the inclusion of information in a question is 
usually a pretty clear hint that it is meant to be used in the analysis. 
Whenever you are tackling problems it is good engineering practice to 
make a note of things which you are neglecting in your model. Let's look 
once again at an object hanging on a wire (Figure la). I am modelling my 
object plus a small piece of wire as the free body, so the FBD without 
forces is as shown in Figure l(b). The free-body diagram starts with the 
outline of the chosen free body, with no internal detail. This is a very 
important principle. The outline clearly defines a cut between the chosen 
object and its environment. 

(cl 
Figure l 



(a) ibl 

Figure I (repeated) 

Now, what about the forces? 

We know two important ones. The wire exerts a force on the body at the 
cut surface (Figure lc). This is called a mfllce force because it actually acts 
at the surface. The surface force at any place obviously depends upon what 
the selected f e  body actually touches just there. The other force that we 
are familiar with is the weight (Figure id). The weight force does not act 
on any given area of the surface, so it is not a surface fora. Because it acts 
on the bulk of the object it is o h n  categorized as a body force. The weight 
force acts at the centre of gravity, For almost aU engineering problems, and 
certainly for thosein this course, it can be represented on a FBD as acting 
through the bntre of mass'. This is generally not a point on the surface 
but somewhere inside the body. However, note that for some objoots, for 
example a ring, the centre of mass is in the centre which is p h p i d y  
outside the material 6f the body. This does not matter at all. As long as the 
line of action of the weight is comtly represented on the FBD then the 
fact that it misses the material part of the body is of no consequence. 
Block 4 will look at the notion of centre of mass in detail. For the 
present you need to know that the weight acts in the middle of simple 
symmettioal objects. For complicated shapes you will be told where the 
weight acts. 

In Figure l(d) we have the basis ofa free-body diagram showing the profile 
of the chosen body and the forces actingon it (in this case a body force and 
a surface force). A free-body diagram is wmplete when all the relevant 
forces are shown and the appropriate axes for analysis have been identified. 

The best way to classify fonrs depends upon what one is trying to achieve; 
the engineering approach has evolved from the need to solve enginering 
problems. The er@ncer c l a s s k  forces according to the circumstanas in 
which they arise - e.g. friction, buoyancy, tension. 

In drawing free-body diagrams you will find it useful to bear in mind the 
simple classification of forces into S& forces and others (for example, 
body forces). What additional forces could be acting on our example free 
body7 Are then any forces, like weight, that can act on all points of the 
body? There wuld be. For example, there can be electrostatic or magnetic 
foras. However, in this course the only such foras that we shall deal with 
are those due to gravity. I shall not pose any problems in which there are 
any signilicant forces other than weight and surface forces. In a red 
problem you would have to consider the possibility of other types of force, 
and either include them or satisfy yourself that they could be neglcotcd. 

What about the surface forces? To find these you should onrefully examine 
the whole of the surface of the FBD to see athat it touches. Anything it 
touches can exert a force (or sometimes a moment). Remember that the 
FBD represents a threedimensional object, so the surface of your selected 
free body actually has a front and a back -it is not just a profile. The FBD 
of a wheel is a simple circle (approximately) but the axle in the middle oan 
exert a form and a moment (Figure 2). 



Now, what does our hanging object touch apart from the wire? The air of 
course. The air exerts the only other force. Is the force exerted by the air 
significant? To answer this, you will need to know about the forces that a 
fluid exerts on a body. The two types of forces that I am going to consider 
are pressure forces and buoyancy forces; both are surface forces. Pressure 
and buoyancy forces act on a body simply because the fluid surrounds the 
body, touching its surface. I will not consider the forces that arise when the 
surrounding fluid is moving. These forces are generally studied as part of 
Fluid Mechanics, but although I am restricting myself in this course to 
static fluids, an enormous range of problems can still be solved. This class 
of problem is called hydrostatics, dealing with fluid forces exerted by static 
fluids. As you study these fluid forces, I shall introduce you to the use of 
free-body diagrams to solve hydrostatics problems. 

2 Modelling forces acting on bodies 

2. l Bodies subject to hydrostatic tomes 

2.1.1 Pressure 
Fluid forces are forces that are exerted by fluids - that is liquids or gases. hY EDne 
The first idea that you must acquaint yourself with is that of pressure. A 
force of a given magnitude may be exerted on a small or a large area. For 
example, the heels of my flat-heeled shoes have an area of about 0.0065 m' 
each, totalling 0.013 m2. My weight is 883 N. If I stand with my weight 
acting on the heels, then the force of my weight acts on the ground, spread 
over the area of my heels. If I stand on one heel only, the same force has 
been concentrated into half of the area. The measure of the concentration 
of a force is called pressure. The pressure is increased by increasing the m 
force or decreasing the area. Quantitatively, the pressure p, force F and 
area A are related by the equation 

In words, force equals pressure times area, where p is the average pressure 
over the area concerned. 

SA0 l 
What must the S1 units of pressure be? 

Standing on both heels, the pressure I exert on the ground is 

This looks like a very large pressure but is actually quite small in 
engineering terms. 1 N m-' is a very small pressure, so you will often find 
yourself working with pressures in kN m-' or MN m-'. 

SA0 2 

If I stand on one heel, what pressure does it exert? 

My high-heeled shoes have heels 20 mm X 20 mm, giving an area of about 
0.0004 m2 each. What pressure would I exert when standing (a) on two 
heels, (b) on one heel? (My weight is 883 N.) 




